Steve Jenkins Resources and Links

- **Steve Jenkins Website** – Watch demonstrations of Jenkins’ making artwork, learn about science and nature, read a biography of Jenkins’, and explore some of his favorite web pages.
  - **Steve Jenkins Biography**

- **Seven Impossible Things** – Book blog interview with Steve Jenkins.

- **Teaching Books** – Steve Jenkins in depth interview and bibliography.

- **Teaching Books** – Original author program featuring Steve Jenkins. Includes video and slide shows.

- **Macmillan** – Teacher Guide for *Animal Poems* by Valerie Worth & Steve Jenkins

- **Scholastic** – Make Steve Jenkins’ inspired animals with this lesson plan.

- **Indiana Library Federation** – *How Many Ways Can You Catch a Fly?* by Steve Jenkins lesson plans and activities.

- **Children’s Literature** – Interview with Steve Jenkins and book reviews.

- **Arizona State University KidQuest** – Lesson plans and activities for *What Do You Do with a Tail Like This?* by Steve Jenkins

- **Teaching Life Sciences with Children’s Literature** – Article, with curriculum connections, for Steve Jenkins’ *What Do You Do with a Tail Like This?*